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We dis uss a re ently proposed extension of Bohmian me hani s to quantum eld theory. For
more or less any regularized quantum eld theory there is a orresponding theory of parti le motion,
whi h in parti ular as ribes traje tories to the ele trons or whatever sort of parti les the quantum
eld theory is about. Corresponding to the non onservation of the parti le number operator in the
quantum eld theory, the theory des ribes expli it reation and annihilation events: the world lines
for the parti les an begin and end.
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Despite the un ertainty prin iple, the predi tions of
nonrelativisti quantum me hani s permit parti les to
have pre ise positions at all times. The simplest theory demonstrating that this is so is Bohmian me hani s [1{3℄; in this theory the position of a parti le annot be known to ma ros opi observers more a urately
than the j j2 distribution would allow. A frequent omplaint about Bohmian me hani s is that, in the words of
Steven Weinberg [4℄, \it does not seem possible to extend Bohm's version of quantum me hani s to theories
in whi h parti les an be reated and destroyed, whi h
in ludes all known relativisti quantum theories."
To remove the grounds of the on ern that su h an extension may be impossible, we show how, with (more
or less) any regularized quantum eld theory (QFT),
one an asso iate a parti le theory|des ribing moving
parti les|that is empiri ally equivalent to that QFT. In
parti ular, there is a parti le theory that re overs all predi tions of regularized QED [5℄.
However, we will not attempt to a hieve full Lorentz
invarian e; that would lead to quite a di erent set of
questions, orthogonal to those with whi h we shall be
on erned here. But we note that though the theories we
present here require a preferred referen e frame, there
an be no experiment that would allow an observer to
determine whi h frame is the preferred one, provided the
orresponding QFTs are su h that their empiri al predi tions are Lorentz invariant.
The theories we present are based on the work of Bell
[7℄ and our own re ent results [8{10℄; in [8℄ we study
a simple model QFT, and in [9, 10℄ we give a detailed
a ount of the mathemati s needed for treating other
QFTs. While Bell repla ed physi al 3-spa e by a latti e,
we des ribe dire tly what presumably is the ontinuum
limit of Bell's model [9{12℄. Sin e Bell's proposal was
the rst in this dire tion, we all these models \Bell-type
QFTs". The traje tories we use as the world lines onsist
of pie es of Bohmian traje tories, or similar ones. A novel
element is that the world lines an begin and end. This

is essential for des ribing pro esses involving parti le reation or annihilation, su h as, e.g., positron{ele tron pair
reation. Our des ription of su h events is the most naive
and natural one: the world line of the parti le begins at
some spa e-time point, its reation event, and ends at
another (see gure 1). The models thus involve \parti le
reation" in the literal sense.

FIG. 1: Two patterns of world lines as they may arise from
some Bell-type QFT. (a) The world line of a photon (dashed
urve) starts at an emission event (at time t1 ) on the world
line of an ele tron (bold urve), and ends at an absorption
event (at time t2 ) on the world line of another ele tron. (b) An
ele tron{positron pair (bold urves) is reated at the end
point of a photon world line.

The patterns of world lines are reminis ent of Feynman diagrams, and the possible Feynman diagrams orrespond to the possible types of world-line patterns. Note,
however, that the role of Feynman diagrams is to aid
with omputing the evolution of the state ve tor , while
the world lines here are supposed to exist in addition to
. Unlike Feynman diagrams, whi h are omputational
tools not to be onfused with a tual parti le paths, the
world-line patterns of our models are to be regarded as
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des ribing the possibilities for what might a tually happen (in a universe governed by that model).
Whatever the pattern of world lines may look like,
it an be des ribed by a time-dependent on guration
Qt = Q(t) moving in the on guration spa e Q of possible positions for a variable number of parti les. In the
ase of a single parti le spe ies, this is the disjoint union
of the n-parti le on guration spa es,
Q=

1
[

n

=0

Q[n℄ :

(1)

Sin e the parti les are identi al, the se tor Q[n℄ is best dened as R3n modulo permutations, R3n =Sn. For simpli ity, we will hen
eforth pretend that Q[n℄ is simply R3n ;
3
n
we dis uss R =Sn in [10℄. For several parti le spe ies,
one forms the Cartesian produ t of several opies of the
spa e (1), one for ea h spe ies. One obtains in this way a
on guration spa e whi h is, like (1), a union of se tors
Q[n℄ where, however, now n = (n1 ; : : : ; n`) is an `-tuple
of parti le numbers for the ` spe ies of parti les. For
QED, for example, Q is the produ t of three opies of
the spa e (1), orresponding to ele trons, positrons, and
photons; thus, a on guration spe i es the number and
positions of all ele trons, positrons, and photons [13℄.
Let us explore what Q(t) looks like for a typi al world
line pattern (see gure 2).
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FIG. 2: S hemati representation of the on guration spa e
of a variable number of parti les. (a){(d) show the se tors
Q[0℄ through Q[3℄. A on gurational history Q(t) jumps to
the next higher se tor at ea h reation event, and to the next
lower se tor at ea h annihilation event. The history shown
orresponds to a world-line pattern like that of gure 1(a).

Q(t)

will typi ally have dis ontinuities, even if there is
nothing dis ontinuous in the world line pattern ( gure 1),
be ause it jumps to a di erent se tor at every reation
or annihilation event. Between su h events, Q(t) moves
smoothly within one se tor.

It is helpful to note that the bosoni Fo k spa e an
be understoodS as 3an spa e of L2 (i.e., square-integrable)
fun tions on n R =Sn. The fermioni Fo k spa e onsists of L2 fun tions on Sn R3n whi h are anti-symmetri
under permutations.
A Bell-type QFT spe i es su h world-line patterns, or
histories in on guration spa e, by spe ifying three sorts
of \laws of motion": when to jump, where to jump, and
how to move between the jumps. Before we say more on
what pre isely the laws are, we elu idate one onsequen e
of the laws: if at t = 0, the on guration Q(0) is hosen at
random with probability distribution j 2 0j2 , then at any
later time t, Q(t) has distribution j tj . This property
we all equivarian e. The main onsequen e is that these
theories are empiri ally equivalent to their orresponding QFTs. This onlusion has been explained in detail in
[14℄ for Bohmian me hani s and the predi tions of nonrelativisti quantum me hani s, and the same reasoning
applies here. It involves a law of large numbers governing the empiri al frequen ies in a typi al universe, and
involves the re ognition that the variables that re ord
the out ome of an experiment are ultimately parti le positions (orientations of meter pointers, ink marks on paper, et .).
In a Bell-type QFT, the state of a system is des ribed
by the pair ( t ; Qt), where t is an (arbitrary) ve tor in
the appropriate Fo k spa e and may well involve a superposition of states of di erent parti le numbers. As remarked before, t an thus be viewed as a fun tion t(q)
on the on guration spa e Q of a variable number of parti les. (For photons, whose position observable is represented by a positive-operator-valued measure (POVM),
t an be represented by a wavefun tion
t (q ) satisfying a onstraint.) t evolves a ording to the appropriate
S hrodinger equation
d
i~ t = H t :
(2)
dt
Typi ally H = H0 + HI is the sum of a free Hamiltonian H0 and an intera tion Hamiltonian HI . It is
important to appre iate that although there is an a tual parti le number, de ned by N (t) = #Q(t) :=
[number of entries in Q(t)℄ or Q(t) 2 Q[N (t)℄, need not
be a number eigenstate (i.e., on entrated on one se tor).
This is similar to the situation in the usual double-slit
experiment, in whi h the parti le passes through only
one slit although the wavefun tion passes through both.
And as with the double-slit experiment, the part of the
wavefun tion that passes through another se tor of Q (or
another slit) may well in uen e the behavior of Q(t) at
a later time.
The laws of motion for Qt depend on t (and on H ).
The ontinuous part of the motion is governed by a rstorder ordinary di erential equation
t (Qt ) q^_ t(Qt )
dQt
= v (Qt) = Re (Qt) t(Qt )
(3)
dt
t
t
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where q^_ = dd eiH0  =~ q^ e iH0  =~  =0 = ~i H0; q^ (4)
is the time derivative of the Q-valued Heisenberg position
operator q^, evolved with H0 alone. Sin e in the absen e of
global oordinates on Q, the notion of a \Q-valued operator" may be somewhat obs ure, one should understand
(3) as saying this: for any smooth fun tion f : Q ! R,
t (Qt ) i [H0 ; f^℄ t )(Qt )
df (Qt )
~
=
Re
(5)
t (Qt ) t (Qt )
dt
where f^ is the multipli ation operator orresponding to
f . This expression is of the form v  rf (Qt ), as it must
be for de ning a dynami s for Qt, if the free Hamiltonian
is a di erential operator of up to se ond order [10℄. The
Klein{Gordon operator is not overed by (3) or (5); its
treatment will be dis ussed in future work [15℄. The numerator and denominator of (3) resp. (5) involve, when
appropriate, s alar produ ts in spin spa e. One may view
v as a ve tor eld on Q, and thus as onsisting of one ve tor eld v[n℄ on every manifold Q[n℄; it is then v[N (t)℄ that
governs the motion of Q(t) in (3).
If H0 were the S hrodinger operator Pni=1 2~m2 i +
V of quantum me hani s, formula (3) would yield the
velo ity proposed by Bohm in [1℄,
i



= m~i Im r i ; i = 1; : : : ; n:
(6)
When H0 is the \se ond quantization" of a one-parti le
S hrodinger operator, (3) amounts to (6), with equal
masses, in every se tor Q[n℄. Similarly, in ase H0 is
the se ond quantization of the Dira operator i ~ 
r + m 2 , (3) says a on guration Q(t) (with N partiles) moves a ording to (the N -parti le version of) the
known variant of Bohm's velo ity formula for Dira wavefun tions [16℄,
vi



=  :
(7)
The jumps are sto hasti in nature, i.e., they o ur
at random times and lead to random destinations. In
Bell-type QFTs, God does play di e. There are no hidden variables whi h would fully pre-determine the time
and destination of a jump. (Note also that a deterministi jump law that pres ribes the time and destination of
the jump as a (smooth) fun tion of the initial on guration would la k suÆ ient randomness to be ompatible
with equivarian e, sin e after a jump from a se tor with
dimension d0 to a se tor with dimension d > d0 the onguration would have to belong, at any spe i time, to
a d0 -dimensional submanifold.)
The probability of jumping, within the next dt se onds,
to the volume dq in Q, is  (dqjQt) dt with
2 [Im (q) hqjHI jq0i (q0 )℄+ dq ; (8)
 (dqjq0 ) =
 (q0 ) (q0 )
~
v

where x+ = max(x; 0) means the positive part of x 2 R.
Thus the jump rate  depends on the present on guration Qt, on the state ve tor t, whi h has a \guiding"
role similar to that in Bohm's velo ity law (6), and of
ourse on the overall setup of the QFT as en oded in
the intera tion Hamiltonian HI . In [8℄, we spelled out in
detail a simple example of a Bell-type QFT.
Together, (3) and (8) de ne a Markov pro ess on Q.
The \free" part of this pro ess, de ned by (3), an also
be regarded as arising as follows: if H0 is as usual the
\se ond quantization" of a 1-parti le Hamiltonian h, one
an onstru t the dynami s orresponding to H0 from
a given 1-parti le dynami s orresponding to h (be it
deterministi or sto hasti ) by an algorithm that one may
all the \se ond quantization" of a Markov pro ess [10℄.
Moreover, this algorithm an still be used when formula
(3) fails to de ne a dynami s (in parti ular when H0 is
the se ond quantized Klein{Gordon operator).
We now dis uss the role of eld operators (operatorvalued elds on spa e-time) in a theory of parti les. Almost by de nition, it would seem that QFT on erns
elds, and not parti les. But there is less to this than
might be expe ted. The eld operators do not fun tion
as observables in QFT. It is far from lear how to a tually
\observe" them, and even if this ould somehow, in some
sense, be done, it is important to bear in mind that the
standard predi tions of QFT are grounded in the partile representation, not the eld representation: Experiments in high energy physi s are s attering experiments,
in whi h what is observed is the asymptoti motion of the
outgoing parti les. Moreover, for Fermi elds|the matter elds|the eld as a whole (at a given time) ould not
possibly be observable, sin e Fermi elds anti- ommute,
rather than ommute, at spa e-like separation. We note,
though, that a theory in whi h t guides an a tual eld
an be devised, at least formally [1℄.
The role of the eld operators is to provide a onne tion, the only onne tion in fa t, between spa e-time and
the abstra t Hilbert spa e ontaining the quantum states
j i, whi h are usually regarded not as fun tions but as
abstra t ve tors. For our purpose, what is ru ial are the
following fa ts that we shall explain presently: (i) the
eld operators naturally orrespond to the spatial stru ture provided by a proje tion-valued (PV) measure on
on guration spa e Q, and (ii) the pro ess we have dened in this paper an be eÆ iently expressed in terms
of a PV measure.
Consider a PV measure P on Q a ting on H: For
B  Q, P (B ) means the proje tion to the spa e of states
lo alized in B. All our formulas above an be formulated
in terms of P and j i: (5) be omes
df (Qt )
dt

i
^
= Re h jPh (dqjP)(~dq[H)j0; fi ℄j i q=Q

t

(9)
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Z

with f^ =
q

2Q

f (q) P (dq) ;

(10)

for any smooth fun tion f : Q ! R, and (8) be omes
2 [Im h jP (dq)HI P (dq0 )j i℄+ : (11)
 (dqjq0 ) =
~
h jP (dq0 )j i
Note that h jP (dq)j i is the probability distribution
analogous to j (q)j2dq.
We now turn to (i): how we obtain the PV measure
P from
the eld operators. For the on guration spa e
Q = Sn R3n =Sn of a variable number of identi al partiles, a on guration an be spe i ed by giving the number of parti les n(R) in every region R  R3 . A PV
measure P on Q is mathemati ally equivalent to a family of number operators:3 an additive operator-valued set
fun tion N (R), R  R , su h that the N (R) ommute
pairwise and have spe tra in the nonnegative integers. Indeed, P is the joint spe tral de omposition of the N (R)
[10℄. And the easiest way to obtain su h a family of number operators is by setting
N (R) =

Z

R

 (x) (x) d3 x ;

exploiting the anoni al ommutation or antiommutation relations for the eld operators (x).
These observations suggest that eld operators are just
what the do tor ordered for the eÆ ient onstru tion of a
theory des ribing the reation, motion, and annihilation
of parti les.
(It is only the positive-energy one-parti le states that
are used for onstru ting the Fo k spa e H, so that H
is really a subspa e of a larger Hilbert spa e H0 whi h
ontains also unphysi al states (with ontributions from
one-parti le states of negative energy). Sin e position operators may fail to map positive energy states into positive energy states, the PV measure P is typi ally de ned
on H0 but not on H, in whi h ase (9) and (11) have
to be read as applying in H0 . While H0 is de ned on
H0 , HI is usually not and needs to be \ lled up with zeroes", i.e. repla ed by P 0HI P 0 where P 0 is the proje tion
H0 ! H.)
To sum up, we have shown how the realist view whi h
Bohmian me hani s provides for the realm of nonrelativisti quantum me hani s an be extended to QFT, inluding reation and annihilation of parti les. Those who
nd the all too widespread positivisti attitude in quantum theory unsatisfa tory may nd these ideas helpful.
But even those who think that Copenhagen quantum theory is just ne may nd it interesting to see how the partile pi ture, ubiquitous in the pi torial lingo and heuristi

intuition of QFT, an be made onsistent, internally and
with the observable fa ts of QFT, by introdu ing suitable
laws of motion.
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